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DISTRIBUTED DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM :

FEATURES AND MAINTENANCE EXPERIENCE .

MR. A. U. AWALKAR
HWP, R C F THAL.

Industries like refineries, chemicals, fertilizers have
continuous process plants. These process plants typically
handle thousands of tons of raw material every year. This
represents large investments and are distributed physically
on equipments and high technology.

Process plants are subdivided into areas and units
which are controlled through individual control loops. Plant
areas may contain distillation columns, heat exchangers,
turbines, compressors. Each of which has several variables
such as temperature, flow, level, pressure etc.. which must
be controlled by feedback control loops. Following contol
types are generally used.

a. Regulatory control - To keep control variables at set
point

b. Sequential control/ Interlocks - To make variables follow
changes in setpoint values and to effect series of opera-
tions automatically after abnormality arises and to ensure
safe operation of various equipments.

Information about process is obtained from measurement
transducers. It is processed by local control instruments
and then optput to the final control elements or displayed
by the indicators. The operator changes set values in Auto
node to get desired process values and when required can
change to manual mode to control loop himself.

Thus various levels of control e.g. Manual, Auto,
computer are dependent on the proper functioning of measure-
ment transducers, controllers, final control elements and
communication systems. Very often separate computer systems
are used for unit, area, plant and corporate levels of
control.

Evolution of Control Systems :

Earlier for small, medium and large sized plants pneu-
matic control systems were used. All process parameters were
measured, transmitted by pneumatic transmitters and were
indicated or controlled by pneumatic indicators or control-
lers located in control room. For sequential control relay
logic was used.

There were certain disadvantages of pneumatic control
system

1.Signal transmission lag

2.Inflexibility for modifications
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3.Signal incompatibility

4.Performance depending on air quality

5.Faulty" performance due to air leakages

6.Frequent maintenance

Pneumatic system is safe in hazardous areas. It is
advantageous due to their standardized signals, lower ini-
tial cost.

Electronic systems are normally favoured due to their

1. Comrater compatibility.

2. Fast response hence can be used for long distance trans-
mission

3. Reduced long term maintenance

The pneumatic instruments were replaced by electronic
transmitters in the field, by single loop electronic con-
trollers, indicators, recorders in the control room. Then
came data acquisition systems. After this three generations
of distributed digital control systems arrived with develop-
ments in field of electronics and communication systems.

Over last forty years process control systems have been
undergoing changes in aspects of design and architecture
with developments in electronics, computers, communication
technology. Normally new techniques and devices in control
systems are available within three to five years which is
the normal period for assimilation of new technology, new
invention and for developing new commercial viable instru-
ment .

Now a days process control systems are normally dis-
tributed digital control systems where few operators sit-
ting at a CRT console can operate all sections of huge
process plants having several hundred control loops. Now
computerised process control systems are becoming indispen-
sible tools for financial management and corporate planning.

Why use Distributed Digital Control System :

Distributed process control system is a collection of
processing elements which are interconnected both logically
and physically with decentralized system. It does wide
control of resources for co-operative execution of applica-
tion programs.Distributed processing is useful in process
control for the following reasons :

1. Increased performance through resource sharing

2. Increased reliability

3. Modularity and expandability
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Disadvantages in the days were increased software
development cost, more complex failure diagnosis and depend-
ence on communication technology. Over a period, these also
have been overcome to a great extent by development of high
level languages and the structured programming concept,
advances in communication technology and fault diagnostic
methods.

The use of distributed processing in the process indus-
try has steadily increased over last ten years. Presently
nore and more DDC systems are available indigenously. System
cost is reduced. Spares are also available.

The distributed control concept involves placing dedi-
cated single loop/multi loop controllers near process points
or in the control room such that computational, I/O and user
interaction resources can be developed independently. Dedi-
cated controllers in a distributed control system range from
single to multiple-loop processors that implement .three term
continuous control algorithms. These algorithms can perform
advanced strategies ( e.g. feedforward, ratio, cascade etc.)
including discrete sequencing and logic. Although dedicated
control stations operate autonomously, intercontroller
communication is introduced to achieve plant performance
goals.

The systems permit operations such as data collection,
display, alarm and control to be allocated among separate
machines/units. This increases data manipulation capabili-
ties while spreading the failure liability.

Developments in DDC Systems :

The first generation of distributed control systems
were designed to make use of early microprocessor techno-
logy. They brought the benefits of digital control close to
the process, distributed the computational power geographi-
cally via a data highway for reliability and convenience. It
provided CRTs for operator interface.

As more powerful microprocessors were developed second
generation of distributed systems were designed. It included
features of first generation systems. It has additional
features of more algorithms, trends, graphics, report gener-
ation capability. Reliability was enhanced by redundant
configuration at various levels. Also it has the ability to
communicate with supervisory computer and PLC. Most advanced
algorithms and nonstandard reports more complex than simple
logging had still to be done by supervisory computer.

Now some third generation DDC systems include all
important features of earlier two generations. It has the
computational and communication capability to accomplish the
advanced control and reports for which earlier supervisory
computer was required. Since these powerful features are
available to the user, in form of menu for simple configura-
tion instead of computer programming, hence engineering cost
of new systems is much reduced.



DDC System configuration at HWP Hazira :

' At Heavy Water Plant Hazira DDC system is supplied by
M/S SIEMENS GERMANY. It is installed in control room. Con-
figuration of DDC system TELEPERM M is given below.

OS '262 - Two operator stations for A & C stream, two
for B & C stream. Each operator station has two colour CRT
monitors. OS 250S -One engineering work station. Annuncia-
tors, ammeters & illuminous pushbuttons on front panel.
TELEPERM M includes one printer per stream for shift /daily
reports and one printer per stream for alarm printing and a
colour hard copy unit. AS 220H (Automation system)- 10
control stations. It also includes isolator cubicles,
marshalling cubicles.

Interlocks are not- incorporated in DDC system.Seperate
solid state logic system supplied by ECIL is used for inter-
locks. System configuration of TELEPERM M is shown in Fig.l.

Signals coming from plant and going to plant are termi-
nated in isolator cubicles consisting of isolator cards for
diff. types of inputs & outputs. Isolator cards provide
galvanic isolation between input, output and power supply
circuits. In case of analog inputB e.g.RTD, T/C, 4-20 MA and
4-20 MA outputs, each tag no. has seperate isolator cards.
There are isolator cards for contact I/O. Signal condition-
ing is also done in isolator cards for analog input. 4-20 MA
input isolator card gives 24 V DC to transmitters. Signals
from isolator cubicles come to AS(Automation system) via
marshalling cubicles.

Automation systems contain 2 CPUs,interface module for
20-M local bus, 2 synchronisation modules, 2 comparator
modules, memory, 2 power supply modules, 2 switchover mod-
ules and I/O modules. There are analog i/p modules (8 i/ps),
analog o/p modules (4 o/ps) binary i/p(32 i/ps) modules
binary o/p(16 o/ps) modules.Two way communication between
diff. AS and Operator stations(OS 262 & OS 250 S) is via CS-
275 bus.

Operator station (OS262) contains SICOMP M2 computer
having main memory, CPU, interface for colour monitor,
interface for local bus, Winchester disk (66 M bytes) and
magnetic tape drive. Two colour monitors are connected to
each OS 262. It has light pen operation facility. Engineer-
ing work station (OS 250S) contains monitor, mini-floppy
drive, interface modules for monitor, local bus & floppy
drive. System configuration of AS.OS262 can be done from OS
250 S. The images (copy of memory contents} of AS can be
saved /loaded from OS 250 S.

Power supply required for AS(Automation System), isola-
tor cubicle, OS 250 S is 24 V DC and that for OS 262 is 220
V AC. UPSUupplied by KELTRON) gives 115 V AC. Stepping down
and rectification to 24 V DC is done in isolator cabinets.
115 V AC from UPS is stepped up to 220 V AC to be given to
OS 262 .
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Experience of Teleper* N at HWP Hazira :

Dust in air of control room is controlled by minimising
the access to. control room and by following the practice of
shoes removal before entering the control room. Temperature
in control room is maintained by central A.C. Each AS cabi-
net has got its heat exchanger to maintain the temperature
of cabinet. If temperature of cabinet exceeds limit then AS
(Automation System) fails. So far no such failure has been
observed. As an additional precaution pedestal fans were put
for cooling, in front of all AS cabinets, OS cabinets.

Trips due to UPS failure have been observed few times.
They face screen freezing problem in CRTs of OS 262. Exact
reason is not known. It is attributed to extra load on
operator stations as one of the reasons. Whenever plant
trips either due to power failure or any other fault, a lot
of alarms come at a time, then operator station remains busy
in accessing these alarms and does not take operator com-
mands till it is free. This used to delay shutdown actions.
Now less important alarms are removed, thus reducing system
load and resulting in improved response. Normal graphic
access time is more.

whenever system fails due to power failure, it takes
20-25 minutes to restart the system. It is required to
reload AS and OS again, because during power failure there
is possibility of data corruption. There is a change of
control in processors of AS 220 H after every 8 hours, one
acts as a master and another as a slave. If master processor
fails, slave processor becomes master and takes control,
such failure is not observed so far. Regular cleaning of
floppy drive head and cartridge tape drive head is done.
Keyboards have membrane keys, hence key operations are not
much affected by dust.

DDC System Configuration at HWP Thai

At Heavy Water Plant Thai DDC system is supplied by M/S
YOKOGAWA JAPAN. It is installed in control room. System
configuration of DDC sysstem is given below.

CENTUM system contains 2 operator stations COPS2, 2
operator consoles connected to each of COPS2. Earlier there
were 6 CRT monitors. In J.991 one more operator station COPSV
(advanced version of COPS2) with an operator console COPC2
was added. Data of all streams can be seen and operations of
any plant can be done from any of the CRT of plant. CENTUM
includes one printer per operator station for alarm print-
ing. B/W hard copy unit (CHCU) is there for 6 CRTs connected
to COPS2s. One printer and one colour hard copy unit (CCHU)
are connected to COPSV. It includes 6 duplex control sta-
tions (CFCD2) , 2 monitoring stations(CFMS) terminal board
cubicles, barrier cubicles and marshalling cubicles. It also
includes universal console (CUNC) having annunciator system,
illuminous push-buttons, indicating lamps and trip bypass
switches. Safety interlocks are incorporated in DDC. CENTUM
configuration is shown in fig.2.
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.Control station(CFCD2) contains CPU, memory, data
highway interface, I/O nest register cards. The CTBC2 and
rear of the CFCD2 contain terminal board and signal condi-
tioner card nest for termination and signal inter-face.

Operator station (COPS2) contains the CPU, memory, data
highway interface, floppy disc drives and interface cards
for operator console, printer and hard copy unit. The
printer provides standard fixed format alarm logging. The
hard copy unit (CHCU) prints hard copies of the operator
station/console CRT display on demand.Power supply required
for all units of system is 100 V AC, 50 HZ from UPS.

Centum Maintenance Experience at HWP Thai :

During last 5 years system had some problems. Over the
period general causes of the problems were known and precau-
tionary measures were taken. Many problems come due to loose
connections either in the field or in the control room.
Signals coming from unsafe area are brought via safety
barriers. Barrier failure is very rare. During commissioning
proper ground connections were done. Many times it happens
that if any wire touches the junction box enclosure or
instrument body then readings shown are faulty. Termina-
tions, grounding must be checked thoroughly.

Earlier there was problem in the operator station, it
used to halt at any time. This problem was attributed to
dust present in the control room. In last five years two
CRTs out of six have been replaced by new ones as picture
tubes have failed after expiry of their life. After continu-
ous use and due to dust, pushbuttons of operator station/
console keyboards become inoperative which require attentive
cleaning or sometimes keys are required to be replaced.

For smooth operation the operator station/console,
printer require regular cleaning. This minimises the prob-
lems arising due to dust. Floppy disk drives require clean-
ing and lubrication of moving parts. Also head cleaning of
floppy drives is done once in a month. Due to accumulation
of dust floppy drive may give problems resulting in floppy
disk damage. It is advised to replace the floppy disks every
year. Printer/hard copy unit moving parts also must be
lubricated. Exhausted ribbons must be replaced by new ones.

Operator station (COPSV) Addition :

Since commissioning in 1985 system is operating without
major problems. It was experienced that 6 CRTs were inade-
quate during start-up and shutdown trip. During system
maintenance the console was not available for operation. To
ease all such difficulties and to do builder/maintenance
jobs, additional operator station COPSV (advanced version of
C0PS2) was indigenously procured. Apart from hardware addi-
tion many additional instruments,alarms.graphic pages and
interlock modifications were added.
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Failures of System at Thai :

System failure had occurred a few times in initial
stage. It was attributed to high dust level in control room.
System failures with reasons are listed below.

l.B Plant COPS2 failure :Dust

2.CFCD2 failure : standby CPU did not take over the control
due to faulty clock IC.

Dust level in control room is brought down by minimis-
ing access to it and by increasing cleaning frequency of
system and its peripherals. Apart from system failures some
problems like console screen freezing & scrolling were
observed and were rectified.

Control Systems in future :

Local control and in many cases Manual control capabil-
ity will be used in future. However trend will be towards
systems where multiple processors will provide required
reliability and performance. Optical fibre communications
will find greater applications. I/O hardware would have to
have speeds fast enough to support fast fibre-optic data
buses.

Personal computers will be increasingly adapted for
data acquisition, Monitoring and control applications. In
many refineries and some chemical plants like ammonia, many
loops are optimised through supervisory computers.

REFERENCE :
" Microprocessors with applications in process control M

- S.I.AHSON
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